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Abstract: We explore the potential of Nd:YAG single-crystal fibers for the amplification of passively Q-switched microlasers operating below 1 ns. Different regimes are tested in single or double pass configurations. For high gain and high power amplification this novel gain medium provided average powers up to 20 W at high repetition rate (over 40 kHz) for a pulse duration of 1 ns. As an energy amplifier, Nd:YAG single-crystal fiber delivered 2.7 mJ, 6 MW 450 ps pulses at 1 kHz. The extraction efficiencies vary from 8% to 32.7% following the configurations.
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1. Introduction

The MOPA (Master Oscillator Power Amplifier) configuration is very useful and flexible to extend laser performance of passively Q-switched Nd: doped microlasers address- ing applications like material processing or instrumentation which includes laser induced breakdown spectroscopy or high precision ranging and imaging. Those applications require pulses with duration of 1 nanosecond or below, with high energy (up to the millijoule level), high average power (up to the ten’s of watts), and with significant repetition rate (in the kHz range). Diode-pumped Nd doped crystals are used since years for the amplification stage of the short pulse passively Q-switched microlaser. Nd:YVO₄ is generally preferred to Nd:YAG [1-5] because of its higher emission cross section. The amplifiers are generally multipass systems [1-4] or used several gain media [5]. This last case gives the best results in energy (1 mJ) and average power (10 W) but with a limited extraction efficiency (8%). Nd:YAG is even so interesting for the amplification of microlasers operating at low repetition rate (1 kHz) since the energy storage is 2.3 times higher than in Nd:YVO₄. Following this idea, a Nd:YAG 5-pass amplifier has been recently carried out [6] with an output energy of 0.9 mJ for a repetition rate of 1 kHz corresponding to an energy extraction efficiency of 6.5%. Passively Q-switched Nd: doped microlasers are also amplified by double clad Yb doped fibers. The systems developed used large core fibers (either photonic crystal fibers [7-8] or large mode area (LMA) fibers [9-10]) in order to limit the non linear effects produced by the high peak power pulses during the amplification process. The performance are impressive, with energy of 4.3 mJ and average power of 40 W [8] and peak powers up to 6 MW (even if this peak power is obtained at 50 Hz) [10]. The seeded wavelength is generally 1064 nm or 1062 nm, significantly shifted from the 1030 nm peak gain cross section of Yb:glass. In order to avoid strong amplified spontaneous emission, it was necessary to split the amplification in two fibers or more (typical core diameters are 30 μm for the first fiber amplifier and 80 μm to 100 μm for the second one) separated by a band pass filter. The only system using a single fiber amplifier is the one developed by [9]. In this case, the performance are limited to an energy of 0.67 mJ and a peak power of 1.27 MW. At this power level, authors reported temporal and spectral deformations of the pulses [7,8,9] induced by self phase modulation or Raman scattering. Moreover, the energy fluence at the output of the last amplifier is huge, reaching ten’s of J/cm² [10]. Even if this problem can be managed with end caps, it has to be address specifically, increasing the complexity of the design. These different results show that the fiber amplifiers have rapidly reached their limit with MW and mJ subnanosecond amplified pulses.

On the opposite, bulk crystals are definitely not so sensitive to non linear effects since the beam size is generally much larger (a few hundred’s of μm) but the performance demonstrated in the past are clearly lower than the one obtained with fibers. In this paper, we demonstrate that the potential of Nd:YAG has not been fully exploited and that it can equal and even overcome the performance of the fiber amplifiers for subnanosecond pulses,
providing to find the right geometry for the crystal. For that, we use Nd:YAG single-crystal fibers [11]. This paper report the performance of this particular gain medium for various seeds, repetition rates, powers and energies, and for two pulse duration: 0.45 ns and 1 ns. Firstly (section 2) we present the interest to use a Nd:YAG single-crystal fiber for amplification. Nextly (section 3), we present the different architectures developed and the amplifier performance for a high repetition rate (up to 100 kHz) passively Q-switched microlaser. Then (section 4.) we report the performance of the Nd:YAG crystal fiber amplifier as high power amplifier. We study the amplification of high energy (several mJ), high peak power pulses in section 5. Finally (section 6), we comment the performance obtained and the advantages of single crystal fibers over existing bulk and fiber amplifiers.

2. Interest of Nd:YAG single-crystal fiber for pulse amplification

As previously reported [11], single-crystal fibers are long (typically 50 mm) and thin (typically <1 mm diameter) rods able to confine the pump beam by guiding and able to propagate the signal beam in free space without guiding or diffraction. The main advantage of single-crystal fiber is the low doping concentration (typically 0.2% in Nd) whereas the typical doping level is about 1% in bulk Nd doped crystal [1,3,5,6]. At this doping level, numerous effects may limit the gain of the amplifier. Indeed the gain for a Nd:YAG laser medium operating at 1064 nm and pumped at 808 nm (four level system) can be expressed by:

$$G = \epsilon \int \sigma n_2 dV$$

(1)

Where $\sigma$ is the emission cross section, $n_2$ the population density in the upper level and dV an elementary volume of the gain medium crossed by the signal beam.

Gain limitation occurs firstly on the population inversion density $n_2$. A 1% doping level is low enough to neglect the fluorescence quenching [12] but it is still high enough to have important limitation through the effect of upconversion [13]. As explained in [13] up-conversion empties the excited state by a rate $\gamma n_2^2$, $\gamma$ being the up-conversion parameter. In a 1% doped medium, the pump absorption is high and creates a high population inversion density leading in the same time to important leakages from the excited state by up-conversion. This effect is all the more pronounced as the up-conversion parameter increases with the doping level. Moreover, it reduces not only the population of the upper level but also induces a local increase of temperature since it is a non radiative process.

This leads to the second limitation of the gain: the emission cross section decreases and shifts with the temperature [14]. Temperature increase can be managed by a good transfer coefficient between the crystal and its heatsink but it is intrinsically related to the quantum defect between the pump and the signal, the up-conversion process and the absorption coefficient. In a 1% doped Nd:YAG crystal, the temperature can easily reach 50-100°C on the pumped face because the absorption coefficient is relatively high (4 cm$^{-1}$ typically for a diode pumping at 808 nm). Whereas the peak emission cross section decrease is around 10 % for this range of temperature increaser, the spectral shift of 4.5 pm/°C can have an important effect on the gain: assuming a spectral linewidth of 0.45 nm for Nd:YAG at 1064 nm, the laser seed can be out of the gain curve of the amplifier at 100°C.

In a low doped Nd:YAG crystal, all those effects are reduced: the population inversion density $n_2$ and the up-conversion parameter $\gamma$ are lower. The temperature increase is limited by the low absorption and the reduction of non radiative effects (concrete illustration of these effects are given at the end of this section). The low doping concentration is the main advantage of single-crystal fibers. However, one problem comes from the overlap between the pump and the signal in the crystal. For signal beams in the order of hundred’s of µm diameter, as it is the case in neodymium doped bulk amplifiers, one can neglect the size evolution of the signal along the amplifier. This is not the case for the pump beam. As an example, a pump beam coming from a fiber coupled laser diode (with a typical M$^2$ of 40, corresponding to the state of the art for high power lasers diodes) has a Rayleigh range of 4 mm when focused on a 200 µm radius. Therefore, classical design for longitudinal pumping systems leads to use a crystal with an absorption length (defined by 1/α, where $\alpha$ is the absorption coefficient) in the
order of the pump Rayleigh range. As an example, a 1% doped Nd:YAG gives an absorption length of 2.5 mm for a high power laser diode at 808 nm and provides a good overlap between the pump and the signal beams. In our low-doped single-crystal fiber, the absorption range is in the order of 20 mm, five times higher than the pump Rayleigh range.

Here comes the second advantage of the single-crystal fiber: as the diameter of the gain medium is low (typically 1 mm or even below), the pump beam remains confined close to the signal beam by total internal reflection on the rod surface. The overlap between the pump and the signal is then increased. The small diameter is also a way to reduce the temperature increase inside the gain medium since the heatsink is closer to the source of heating. This contributes to avoid gain reduction via spectral shifting in case of Nd:YAG.

To illustrate this discussion, we compared the performance of a 0.2% Nd:YAG single-crystal fiber with other Nd:YAG crystals with different doping and different geometries in the same amplification setup described on the figure 1. The pump diode is a 60 W fiber coupled laser diode at 808 nm (100 µm core diameter, NA 0.22). The Nd:YAG gain media are longitudinally pumped and long enough to ensure a pump absorption of more than 90%. The signal beam is injected in the gain medium through a dichroic mirror in a co-propagating way with respect to the pump beam. For the experiments presented in this paper, we used several passively Q-switched (PQS) microlasers operating at different repetition rates (from 1 kHz to 100 kHz) and with different output powers (more completely described in the next sections). The measurements presented in this section were collected during the different experiments.

![Fig.1. Experimental setup for the test of the amplifiers.](image)

In the setup described on the figure 1, the gain is measured after a single pass through the Nd:YAG media by the ratio between the output average power to the input average power. The figure 2 gives the gain versus the pump power. The 1% Nd crystal (square section of 3 mm by 3 mm) was pumped at a maximum of 20 W in order to avoid crystal fracture. It shows a roll-over at a pump power of 10 W that can be interpreted by the combined effects of up-conversion, local temperature increase and spectral gain shifting. In order to limit those effects, we tested a 0.5% Nd doped composite rod with a first undoped section of 2 mm and with a smaller diameter of 2 mm. The roll-over occurred at significantly higher pump power (around 35 W) but it was still here, despite the better cooling geometry. At maximum pump power, the gain was completely lost. With a 0.3% doping and a rod diameter of 1.5 mm, the roll-over was shifted to more than 60 W of pump power but the gain increase was considerably limited at power higher than 40 W. Finally, the 0.2% 1 mm diameter single-crystal fiber presented no roll-over and the highest gain with a nice exponential increase (except for the last point) and despite a higher saturation caused by a higher input signal (see Fig.1 legend). This 50 mm long crystal fiber (provided by Fibercryst SAS, module TARANIS) was used for all the experiments presented in the following sections.
Fig. 2. Gain obtained in single pass amplification for different doped Nd:YAG media. The pump beam and signal beams have a diameter around 400µm at the focus. The input average power is: 58 mW (1% Nd), 100 mW (0.5% Nd), 200 mW (0.3% Nd) and 260 mW (0.2% Nd single-crystal fiber).

In order to evaluate the effect of the spectral gain shift, we imaged the fluorescence emitted by the pumped face of the gain media on a high resolution optical spectrum analyzer (resolution of 0.07 nm). The experiment was carried out for the 1% doped Nd:YAG crystal and for the 0.2% Nd:YAG crystal fiber at different pump powers. The figure 3 shows that the spectrum is considerably shifted for the 1% doped Nd:YAG even with a moderate pump power (20W). As the spectrum of the seeding laser is also reported on the figure 3, we can see clearly that the signal is no more at the gain peak when the 1% Nd:YAG crystal is pumped at 20 W. The spectral shift existed also for the 0.2% Nd:YAG single-crystal fiber but it was very moderate.

Assuming a spectral shift of 4.5 pm/°C, we can estimate a temperature increase of 28°C for the single-crystal fiber and of 113°C for the 1% Nd:YAG. This low temperature increase for the single-crystal fiber is the key point for efficient laser amplification. Note also that the full width at half maximum is narrowed by 50% for the single-crystal fiber at 60 W whereas it is broadened by 25% in the case of the 1% doped Nd:YAG. In the first case, we attributed this spectral narrowing to the presence of amplified spontaneous emission collected by the spectrometer. In the second case, we attributed the spectral broadening to the strong temperature increase.

Fig. 3. Normalized fluorescence spectrum recorded at different pump powers for 0.2% doped Nd:YAG crystal fiber and for 1% doped Nd:YAG. The spectrum of the seeding laser is also added on the graph. The spectra at low pump power and for the 1% Nd:YAG are more noisy than the spectrum of the 0.2% Nd crystal fiber because the amount of spontaneous emission was much lower.
3. Amplification of a high repetition rate microlaser

In this section, we report the results obtained with a microlaser emitting 1 ns pulses at a repetition rate of 100 kHz and with an average power of 350 mW (provided by Teem Photonics, France). We tried two different configurations in one pass or two passes, following the propagation direction of the signal with respect to the pump axis. In the setup 1 (fig.4), the signal and the pump propagated in the same direction for the first pass. In the setup 2 (fig.5), the signal was in counter-propagation for the first pass. In both cases, the signal was collimated by a lens (f=100 mm) at the output of the microlaser. It passed then through an optical isolator, a half-wave plate and a polarizer. The half-wave plate was used to vary the signal power injected in the amplifier. The signal was then focused to a diameter of 340 µm in the Nd:YAG single-crystal fiber by a lens (f=500 mm). The single-crystal fiber faces were antireflection coated at 808 nm and 1064 nm. For the second pass, we used a concave mirror (R = 200 mm) and a quarter-wave plate to rotate the polarization of the signal by 90°. The output in double pass was then achieved by reflection on the polarizer. The mirror was mounted on a translation stage in order to adjust the beam size in the second pass. The transmission of the optical chain was 70% for the first pass and 63% after the second pass (without pumping). The main losses were caused by the optical isolator.

The Nd : YAG single crystal fiber used was a TARANIS-Nd module provided by Fibercryst, including a 1x50 mm single crystal Nd : YAG fiber and its cooling system. The module was regulated at a temperature of 10°C. The pump beam was imaged in the crystal fiber by a 1:4 telescope consisting of two AR coated doublets with focal lengths of 50 mm and 200 mm respectively. It led to a 400 µm diameter beam at the focus point inside the crystal. In order to protect the diode from the amplified signal, we added a second dichroïc mirror, parallel to the first one. The transmission of the all pump optics was then 90 %. In order to maximize the output power, the focus point of the pump beam was put slightly inside the single-crystal fiber, close to the pumped face. Then the pump beam was guided by total internal reflections inside the single-crystal fiber.

![Setup 1](image)

Fig.4 Experimental setup 1: this first pass is in co-propagation, the second pass is in counter-propagation. The seed laser emitted 1 ns pulses at 100 kHz with an average power of 350 mW.
The output power after amplification is reported on the figure 6. Both setups gave approximately the same results: the Nd:YAG single crystal fiber can be used indifferently in co- or in counter-propagation. This shows the flexibility of the amplifier. We obtained an output power of 5.4 W in single pass (corresponding to a gain of 22) and an output power of 12.5 W in double pass (corresponding to a total gain of 57). The $M^2$ was 1.2 at the input of the crystal fiber (before the first pass). It was measured at 1.4 for the maximum pump power after two passes in the gain medium. The pulse duration remained unchanged at 1 ns.

In single pass configurations, the output beam was linearly polarized with a ratio better than 95 %. In double pass configurations, the output beam was 100 % linearly polarized since the output was obtained by reflection on a polarizer. It was however possible to measure the thermal depolarization induced by the pumping of Nd:YAG by measuring the leakage power on the first polarizer of the isolator (not represented on the figures). It varied from 0 (non depolarization without pumping) to 7.7% of the output power at 60 W of pump power in double pass configuration (setup 2).
As the gain was high, we also carefully looked after parasitic laser effects or amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) without signal injection. In single pass configurations, no parasitic laser effect was observed. We monitored the ASE around 1064 nm by imaging the pumped face of the crystal fiber on the input of an optical spectrum analyzer. The figure 7 shows a linear increase of the ASE versus the pump power up to 40 W. An exponential increase is clearly visible for pump powers between 40 W and 60 W, which is the signature of ASE [16]. However, the amount of amplified spontaneous emission was not measurable with a power meter sensitive to the mW level.

In double pass configurations, we observed a laser effect between the concave mirror of the double pass system and the opposite face of the Nd:YAG single-crystal fiber producing a few watts. This effect also disappeared as soon as we injected a signal in the amplifier.

![Figure 7. Spontaneous emission collected from the pump face versus the pump power.](image)

### 4. Nd:YAG single-crystal fiber as a power amplifier

In order to test the potential of the Nd:YAG crystal fiber as power amplifier, we used a laser seeding source providing a higher average power: a PicoSpark™ laser source (Teem Photonics) emitting 1 ns, 42 kHz, 120 µJ pulses with an average power of 5 W. The experiment used the same configuration as the setup 2. The Fig. 6 shows the output average power as a function of the incident pump power in a single pass configuration. We obtained more than 20.5 W for an incident pump power of 60 W, corresponding to a pulse energy of 490 µJ. With more than 15.5 W extracted from the amplifier, the efficiency was higher than 25%. The pulse duration remained at 1 ns without any deformation. The corresponding peak-power was 490 kW. The M² factor of the beam injected in the single-crystal fiber was 1.2. After amplification, the M² factor stood below 1.4 (fig.8).

![Figure 8. Output average power (blue circle) and M² factor (red square) versus the incident pump power with the PicoSpark™ in a simple pass configuration.](image)

We studied the saturation of the gain inside the single-crystal fiber amplifier. Fig.9 shows the gain versus the incident average power for an incident pump power of 60 W. The gain was strongly saturated for signal powers higher than 1 W with a minimum value of 4 (at 5 W of
incident signal). We also tried a second pass but the output power was not higher than in one pass, showing that the extraction was complete after a single pass.

![Fig. 9. Gain versus the average incident signal power with the PicoSpark™ laser source in a simple pass configuration for 60 W of incident pump power.](image)

5. Nd:YAG single-crystal fiber as energy amplifier

With a long fluorescence lifetime (230 µs), Nd:YAG is more adapted to store energy than Nd:YVO₄ (lifetime of 100 µs). It is then interesting to investigate the potential of Nd:YAG single-crystal fiber as energy amplifier for a passively Q-switched microlaser operating at low repetition rate. The seeding source is this time a Powerchip™ laser source from Teem Photonics. It delivered 450 ps pulses at the frequency of 1 kHz with an energy of 80 µJ and an average power of 80 mW at 1064 nm. We used the setup 2 to carry out the experiment. The optics for the signal were modified in order to increase the beam diameter of the signal up to 480 µm and to reduce the fluence on the surfaces of the single-crystal fiber.

As the time interval between signal pulses was 1 ms, far larger than the lifetime, it was possible to operate the pump diode in quasi-continuous wave in order to reduce the average pump power. This allowed to reduce the crystal temperature and to suppress the small spectral shift visible on the figure 3. After optimization, we chose a duty cycle of 0.31 with pump pulses of 310 µs. The pump was synchronized on the pumping diode of the Powerchip™ laser which was also operating at 1 kHz.

The figure 10 shows the output energy obtained in a single pass. At maximum pump power, the single-crystal fiber delivered pulses with an energy of 1.55 mJ, a pulse duration of 450 ps corresponding to a peak power of 3.4 MW.

![Fig.10. Output energy in single pass configuration versus the pump power.](image)

The figure 11 shows the results in double pass configuration. This time, the output energy reached 2.7 mJ for a pulse duration that remained at 450 ps as shown on the figure 12. The peak power was 6 MW. The M² factor is also presented on the figure 11 versus the pump power. It remained below 1.35, at a lower value than the M² presented in the previous section, showing the interest to operate in quasi-continuous wave in this case (the input M² was the same as in the other experiments : 1.2).
As the peak power was very high, we looked after any non-linear effects that may appear in the single crystal fiber. No temporal deformation was visible on the pulse profile show on the figure 12. We also carried out a spectral analysis with a Fabry-Perot interferometer with a free spectral range of 1.6 GHz to investigate possible changes in the signal spectrum. There was no visible variation on the interference ring pattern with and without amplification, indicating no sign of self phase modulation effect. Indeed, we estimated that the B-integral was below 0.38 for the first pass and below 0.67 for the second pass. This means that the cumulative B-integral for the two passes was below 1, far from deleterious non linear effects [17].

Concerning spatial non linear effects, the self focusing threshold (1.44 MW for Nd:YAG [18]) is lower than the peak powers obtained. However, with the beam diameter of 480 µm (measured on the output face of the crystal after the second pass), we can estimate the focal length of the non linear lens induced to be in the order of 130 mm, larger than the length of the single-crystal fiber. This explains why self focusing is not a limiting effect in this configuration.

This beam diameter led to an energy density of 1.46 J/cm² on the crystal output face. This value remained below the damage threshold of the crystal antireflection coatings estimated to be at 2 J/cm².

6. Discussion and conclusion

In order to estimate the performance of the Nd:YAG single-crystal fiber, we calculate the extraction efficiency. For the high repetition rate lasers (described in sections 3 and 4), it was given by a ratio of powers:

$$\eta_{extr} = \frac{P_{out} - P_{in}}{P_{pump}}$$

where \(P_{pump}\) is the pump power delivered by the laser diode, \(P_{in}\) and \(P_{out}\) are the average power of the signal before and after amplification. Note that \(P_{in}\) and \(P_{pump}\) are taken directly at the output of the lasers in order to take all the losses into account.

In case of the low repetition rate laser operating at 1 kHz (section 5), we prefer to express the extraction efficiency as a ratio of energies since the pumping was in quasi-continuous operation:
\[ \eta_{\text{extr}} = \frac{E_{\text{out}} - E_{\text{in}}}{E_{\text{sto}}} \]  

(3)

where \( E_{\text{in}} \) and \( E_{\text{out}} \) are the signal energy before and after amplification respectively. \( E_{\text{sto}} \) is the energy stored by the Nd:YAG during the pump pulse. It can be expressed by:

\[ E_{\text{sto}} = \frac{\lambda_p}{\lambda} P_{\text{pump}} \tau \left( 1 - e^{-\frac{\tau}{\tau}} \right) \]  

(4)

where \( \lambda_p \) and \( \lambda \) are the pump and the signal wavelength respectively, \( \tau \) is the fluorescence lifetime and \( t \) is the pumping duration.

The performances are summarized on the table 1, following the seed laser and the number of passes. At high repetition rates (for seed#1 and seed#2), the average power is the highest ever produced by a Nd doped amplifier used for amplification of passively Q-switched pulses. It is also worth to note that the extraction efficiency is twice the one obtained with a Nd:YVO\(_4\) amplifier of PQS laser, having an output power of 10 W [5]. Hence, despite its lower cross section, Nd:YAG single-crystal fiber overcomes bulk Nd:YVO\(_4\) amplifiers for high repetition rate pulses. At low repetition rate, which is particularly well adapted for Nd:YAG, the extraction efficiency overcomes the previous performance by a factor of 5.

Compared to fiber amplifiers the extraction efficiency is lower but one has to mention the simplicity of the Nd:YAG single-crystal fiber amplifier, with only one gain medium, with low energy fluence (J/cm\(^2\)), with a linearly polarized output, without amplified spontaneous emission and without non linear effects to manage. One has to mention that the extraction efficiency for seed#2 reaches the level obtained in a fiber amplifier [10] for a pump power level of 60 W. For the same degree of complexity (ie only one amplifier), the Nd:YAG single-crystal fiber outperforms the energy and the peak power by a factor higher than two with respect to fiber amplifier [9].

Table 1. Summary of the performance obtained with the Nd:YAG single-crystal fiber amplifier. \( W_{\text{av}} \) refers to the average power, \( W_{\text{peak}} \) refers to the peak power.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Seed</th>
<th>Simple pass</th>
<th>Double pass</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#1</td>
<td>( \eta_{\text{extr}}=8.4 % )</td>
<td>( \eta_{\text{extr}}=20.2 % )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100 kHz, 350 mW(_{\text{av}}), 3.5 µJ, 1 ns</td>
<td>5.4 W(<em>{\text{av}}), 54.5 µJ, 54.5 kW(</em>{\text{peak}})</td>
<td>12.5 W(<em>{\text{av}}), 126 µJ, 126 kW(</em>{\text{peak}})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#2 &quot;Picospark\textsuperscript{TM}&quot;</td>
<td>( \eta_{\text{extr}}=25.8 % )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42 kHz, 5 W, 120 µJ, 1 ns</td>
<td>20.5 W(<em>{\text{av}}), 488 µJ, 488 kW(</em>{\text{peak}})</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#3 &quot;Powerchip\textsuperscript{TM}&quot;</td>
<td>( \eta_{\text{extr}}=18.4 % )</td>
<td>( \eta_{\text{extr}}=33.9 % )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 kHz, 80 mW, 80 µJ, 0.45 ns</td>
<td>1.5 W(<em>{\text{av}}), 1.5 mJ, 3.3 MW(</em>{\text{peak}})</td>
<td>2.7 W(<em>{\text{av}}), 2.7 mJ, 6 MW(</em>{\text{peak}})</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It has also worth to mention the flexibility of the Nd:YAG single-crystal fiber. Our work shows that the same experimental setup is able to produce performance overcoming the previous bulk amplifiers in very different regimes: high gain amplifier, power amplifier, energy amplifier. Moreover, the design is very simple, with only one gain medium and a maximum of two passes. The curves presenting the output energy or the average output power versus the pump power show no sign of saturation coming from parasitic spectroscopic and thermal effects. This means that a power scaling is possible either by increasing the pump power or by both sides pumping. Concerning the energy amplifier, the limit for energy scaling will come from the energy fluence on the single-crystal fiber coating. One way to solve this problem is to work with a Brewster angle cut single-crystal fiber.

In conclusion, Nd:YAG single-crystal fibers give solutions to the problems occurring in bulk crystals and in fibers for amplification of pulses combining high peak power and high average power. Nd:YAG single-crystal fibers bring a significant breakthrough for amplifiers.
of passively Q-switched microlasers. They have a strong potential for power and energy scaling.